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Back to work, post Covid

Dear Ungender Community,

It has been over three months since enforced measures to fight a
catastrophic pandemic of the Covid-19 virus has locked us in, and
in the process, affected every aspect of our lives — work,
relationships, fundamental rights, access to healthcare, food,
clean water, money, and legal and mental health resources.
Some of us are better than the others. Hundreds of migrant
workers, including women and children, have taken the weary
walk home in searing heat, locked out of the civil infrastructure
they helped build. 

We know this hasn't been an easy time, especially for working
professionals. In our second edition of Ungender Acta we
curate the gender news that will change the future of work in the
months to come as workplaces struggle to adjust to the new
normal of work from home. 

Since Acta is new and you are still learning to read it with us,
here is a quick summary of the soil and seed it's made of:

1. Gender Story collection that caught our eyes around the
world. We loved reading them, and learned something new as
well. These are stories on gender issues from the fashion world,
to migrant workers, gender policies, #metoo, workplace
inclusion, and more. 

2. Gender Stories we wrote, which will provide insights on
workplace issues on gender micro-aggressions, what defines
harmful and harmless behaviour, women in care economy, and
technical knowledge on conducting POSH investigations. 

3. Conversations with Leaders is a one-on-one interview
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series with industry leaders. It captures their practical
knowledge for other leaders and practitioners to follow. In this
edition, we have focused on pay equality for genders, safety and
inclusion, and Adaptive Quotient as a new mantra for leadership
success. 

4. Gender Appointments across the world celebrating women
leaders on the rise. 

5. Learn with Ungender showcases our exhaustive certificate
course on workplace diversity and sexual harassment
prevention. 

6. NoMoreManels is a collection of learning and educational
initiatives we came across online with ONLY male panels. 

7. Unlearn is a collection of byte sized information for you to
quickly adapt and adopt in our day to day lives as we become
more inclusive. This is a journey, we all will walk it together. 

8. UngenderWatch is a recommendation on some informative
and educational video and audio content we learned from. 

Happy weekend to all of you and Stay safe.
 

To know how Ungender can assist you in building a safe and gender-inclusive
workplace, write to us at contact@ungender.in

News updates about gender & workplace from around the world. 

 
Gender stories we're

reading right now
 

Why Is COVID-19 Striking Men
Harder Than Women?. Read.

The Novel Coronavirus And Its
Impact On The Most Marginalised

Communities. Read.

Covid-19: India Is Staring At A
Mental Health Crisis. Read.

 

The Number Of Women Running
Fortune 500 Companies Are At An

All-Time High. Read.

What Covid-19 Teaches Us About
Workplace Inclusion. Read.

#MeToo In The Age Of Coronavirus.
Read.

Johnson & Johnson India Includes
Family Benefits For Same Gender
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Gucci Says Fashion Shows Should
Never Be the Same. Read.

India’s Women Stand To Lose From
The Country‘s COVID–19 Policies In

Many Ways. Read.
 

Partners. Read. 

A Trans Man’s Coming Out Story.
Read.

Sexism In Statistics Is Hurting
Women's Sports. Read.

 

The news, opinion and advocacy-related updates from Ungender blogs

Gender stories we're
writing
Women & Work
The more things change the more
they stay the same, by  Vinati
Dev. Read.

How To Say 'No'
Differentiate between  ‘harmless’ and
‘harassing’ behaviour, by
Suruchi Kumar. Read.

Care Economy
Why women drive the care economy,
by Harini Calamur. Read

Microaggressions At Work 

What is Gendered Micro-aggression &
why is it important to address it? Read.
 

Ikea's Impactful D&I

Constructing a gender-neutral
workforce the Ikea way. Lessons for
impactful D&I policy design. Read.

How Men Can Be Allies
How men can contribute to feminism
at the workplace, by Ananya
Kundu. Read.

PoSH Investigation Report
Preparing a POSH inquiry report is
one of the most arduous tasks. Read.

Conversation With Leaders 

Ungender's new series of conversations with CHROs, CXOs and startup
founders aim to understand the processes that make workplaces more diverse.

How do leaders bring about active change? We want to find out.

Kanishka Mallick, Head of Talent
Acquisition and Lead of Human
Resource Business Partner at Times
Internet, speaks about gender pay
equality, safe workplaces and gender
pay equality. Read. 
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He also speaks about the PoSH
Policy of Times Internet. Read. 

Anjan Bhowmick, who works with
the Reinsurance Group of America,
Incorporated (RGA) as Executive
Director, Talent and OD for Asia and
Australia markets, speaks about
gender, inclusion and diversity, and
how AQ is the new mantra for
leadership success. Read.

Gender appointments that caught our eyes. 
We love it when women are appointed to important leadership roles.

 

Lalita Nayak joins Nodwin Gaming to head sales and marketing Read. 
Sonajharia Minz appointed VC of SKMU, Dumka, Jharkhand. Read.
Usha Iyer joins Strides Pharma as Head – Corp Communication. Read  
Carol Tome to assume charge as UPS CEO from June 1. Read.
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Sonia Syngal, the newly appointed CEO of Gap. Read.
Díaz de la Fuente is the new Tupperware Brands CHRO. Read. 

Learn With Ungender
For HR, ICC Members, NGO Professionals, Legal Counsels and others.

Have you seen our Executive
POSH Certificate Programme?
If you want to be certified as a
workplace sexual harassment
prevention trainer, sign up! 

Download the Brochure 
Make the Payment 

#NoMoreManels

Word: Manel
Definition: A panel, where all members present are "male".  

Have you noticed a rise in #Manels — or all male panels recently? We have. It
seems even during the #Covid19 lockdown, webinars and Zoom sessions are not
mindful of diversity in the way they shape participation. Here are the Manels
from May. Check out our #NoMoreManel thread on Twitter.

Sign Up for Our POSH Certificate Programme
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Unlearn with Ungender 
 

Update your gender knowledge and follow tips
on how to write without bias.

#Unstereotype

#TipOfTheDay

#GenderDictionary

#QuoteOfTheDay

Cartoons And Polls 
PoSH satire and daily polls to measure what our audiences think

about gender issues. 
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Have you seen our #PoSHCartoons
yet? You'll love them!  

Stay in touch with the pulse of our
audience with daily polls on Twitter.

UngenderWatch 
What are people watching and listening to in the lockdown?

The coronavirus pandemic presents new dangers for people with disabilities. We
spoke with disability rights activist Nipun Malhotra in India about these challenges.

Gender Question is a weekly podcast in which Hindustan Times Associate
Editor Dhamini Ratnam addresses blindspots around gender and

sexuality. Listen.  

Break The Taboo: Menstruation and Trans* Persons, a podcast with
Ditilekha, Sangat A Feminist Network. Listen.
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Representation of LGBT Community In The Mainstream, podcast
with Sushant Divgikar aka Rani KO-HE-NUR. Listen.

Copyright © 2020 Ungender, All rights reserved.

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.
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